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LHCb SciFi Tracker

 A fast, high resolution, tracking system is needed for the LHCb Upgrade
LHCb Tracker Upgrade TDR, CERN-LHCC-2014-001, LHCB-TDR-015

 12 detector layers, each covering an area of about 6 x 5 m²

→  Scintillating Fibre (SciFi) Tracker

Overview:
The LHCb Upgrade Scintillating Fibre Tracker, Blake D. Leverington, June 6th

 2.5 m long, 250 µm thick fibres with 
scintillating core

 Baseline: SCSF-78MJ from Kuraray*
 Silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) readout

Details:
Silicon Photomultipliers for the 
LHCb Upgrade Scintillating Fibre 
Tracker, Zhirui Xu, TODAY

(n = 1.42)

(n = 1.49)

(n = 1.59)
n: refractive index* Kuraray Co., Ltd., JAPAN
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Initially open questions

 First fibre tracker of these dimensions in a high-energy physics experiment

 Will the light yield be sufficient?
 Scintillation yield
 Transmission losses
 Accordance of emission spectrum and SiPM sensitivity

 Are the fibres radiation hard (enough)?
 Radiation environment in the LHCb cavern
 Impact on scintillation yield and transmission

 What is the benefit of a mirror at the non-readout end of the fibre?

 Is the response time acceptably short to prevent too much spill-over, i.e. hits 
appearing in the time period of following bunch-crossings?
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Emission spectra

Measurement Geant4 
simulation

Transmission
loss

WLS

 Measured spectra match peak 
sensitivity of KETEK* and 
Hamamatsu° SiPM quite well

 Geant4 simulation accounting 
for emission of primary dye 
(green), wavelength-shifting 
(WLS) process via secondary 
dye and measured transmission 
loss can reproduce measured 
spectra

 Simulation uses absorption 
and emission data of the 
two dyes from literature

SiPM
Photon Detection Efficiency

KETEK

Hamamatsu

* KETEK GmbH, GERMANY
° Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., JAPAN
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Dye concentrations and light yield

 Simulations of different concentrations of 
secondary dye w.r.t. nominal SCSF-78MJ fibre
 only small changes in attenuation length
 increasing light yield with higher dye 

concentration
 Study of fibre samples with half concentration 

started recently, further samples with higher 
concentrations will follow

 Total light yield per MIP in a five layer fibre 
ribbon is 15 to 20 photon electrons from far end 
of fibres relative to photo-detector

 Comprises SiPM sensitivity and mirror reflectivity
 Same light yield in measurements with test 

modules and simulation

Geant4 simulation
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Radiation damages

 Radiation will degrade fibre performance
 Radiation level in LHCb cavern for the full 

running period after upgrade estimated with 
FLUKA simulations

 Ionising radiation can induce
 damage of the scintillator → decreasing light yield
 formation of absorption centres → transmission loss

 Very complex processes of radical production and further reactions,  dependent on
 bulk material and further additives
 dose / dose rate
 presence/diffusion of oxygen
 time (annealing)

 Lack of information for SCSF-78MJ fibre → own studies required
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24 GeV/c proton irradiation (CERN PS)

 Varying dose at 3 m long fibres

 Dose rates 6.25 and 1.4 Gy/s
 Measurement of light output before and after irradiation
 Comparison between excitation with UV LED and Sr-90 source shows no significant 

deviations → no obvious decrease of scintillation light yield
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22.9 MeV proton irradiation (KIT)

 Varying dose at 2 m long fibres

 Constant dose along 0.4 m fibres

 Dose rate ~5 kGy/s
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22.9 MeV proton irradiation (KIT)

 Radiation induced absorption shows strong dependence on wavelength
 Damage per dose is consistent for different total doses within measurement 

uncertainties
→ damage increases linearly with dose under test conditions

 Results are comparable with literature data of different fibres and pure polystyrene

1)
2)
1)

3)
3)

1) T. Zoufal, DESY-THESIS-2002-013
2) W. Busjan, K. Wick, and T. Zoufal, NIM B, 152 (1999), no. 1 89
3) A. Bross and A. Pla-Dalmau, IEEE Trans. on Nucl. Sc., 39 (1992), 1199
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In situ irradiation (LHCb cavern)

 Three boards with 1.1 m long fibres 
placed near the beam pipe, a fourth 
kept as reference

 Non-uniform dose profile over fibre 
length

 Mean dose per module in the order of 
100 to 1000 Gy

 Modules installed in cavern for about 
half a year

 Very low dose rate, comparable to 
expected radiation in upgraded 
detector
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Comparison of results

 Attenuation length after to before irradiation Λ'/Λ
0
 versus dose D

 Four different models fitted
 damage linear with dose: 

Λ'(D)/Λ
0
 = 1/(1+D/A)

 power law:

Λ'(D)/Λ
0
 = 1/(1+(D/A)B)

 logarithmic:

Λ'(D)/Λ
0
 = α+β*log(D)

 exponential-like:

Λ'(D)/Λ
0
 = exp(-(D/α)γ)

 All these models have limitations
 ignoring wavelength dependence of absorption coefficient

 measured Λ
0
 varies between produced fibre batches and with distance from photo-

detector
 Geant4 simulation of irradiation tests  accounting for wavelength

Simulation
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Estimated signal loss

 Using exponential-like model, since it is the 
most pessimistic at low doses

 Dose profile from FLUKA at the innermost 
fibre after full lifetime of upgraded detector

 Effect of mirror and integration time considered

 Wavelength dependent light attenuation not 
taken into account, yet
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Mirror studies

 Use of a mirror at the end-face of the fibre far from the SiPM is essential
 Three technologies studied

 Aluminised Mylar (Al.M.) film, glue attached to the fibre ends
 3M Enhanced Specular Reflector (ESR) film, glue attached to the fibre ends
 Thin film Aluminium (TFC) mirror, vacuum coated (PVD) onto the fibre ends

 Spectral reflectivity verified by tests with scintillating tiles
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Conclusion

 A lot of R&D has been done to examine fibre performance in terms of
 light yield (including a mirror)
 radiation hardness
 timing

 So far, the baseline fibre SCSF-78MJ from Kuraray looks very suitable to build a 
large, high resolution tracking detector

 But need for more (precise) data for
 low doses
 low dose rates

→ irradiation with radioactive sources or X-ray?
 fibres in an environment which is closer to the upgrade scenario

→ irradiation of test module with the same support structure as in the upgrade 
detector

 Possible improvements from higher dye concentrations 
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Backup
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Response Time

 Fibre length leads to propagation times of created photons which are significant 
compared to the time interval of two bunch-crossings (25 ns)

 Decay time of excited state in SciFi is 
2.8 ns

 Measurement (blue) and Geant4 
simulation (red) of response time in 
2.5 m long fibre with mirror
→ Propagation time of peak: 6 ns/m

 Impact on read-out electronics
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Transmission loss

 Wavelength dependent light attenuation in polystyrene core SciFi SCSF-78MJ 
measured by means of scintillation light

 Measured data very similar to data of pure polystyrene from literature
 Two additional attenuation factors

 Below 450 nm:
Absorption by wavelength-shifting dye

 Constant at whole wavelength spectrum:
Impurities, boundary effects, additives, micro-voids, ...

values for pure PS from
J. Alitti et al., NIM A, 273 (1988), no. 1 135
H. Leutz, NIM A, 364 (1995), no. 3 422
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Geant4 simulation of radiation damage

 Assuming damage that is increasing linearly with dose
 Considering absorption spectrum as measured after 22.9 MeV proton irradiation
 Simulation of the irradiation tests and fibre measurements as they have been 

performed can reproduced observed values for Λ'(D)/Λ
0
 within uncertainties
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Test set-ups
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